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Since this is a little university in Wall Street, I wish to speak to
you in terms of educat~on. I have no concern over the lack of any adequate
opport~ity which this 'institution will afford you to-obtain necessary
training and ~quipment for your professional work. L believe that you
will be ~ntroduced to many of the mysteries of Wall Street. I believe
your studies in economics, accounting and finance-will stand you in ~ood
st~ad and give you a broader perspective on your vocation. I believe
YQU
will be we-ll tra.inedto master the complicated financial machinery
of which this spot is the physical center. I believe yoU will receive
instruction designed to draw the line for you between legitimate and
illegitimate; honorable and dishonorable business. I have no worry on
the quality of your instruction. My only worry is what will happen to
you as you move forward in your business.
I ~ particularly happy to discuss with you sOme of these problems,
because you are and represent youth. Youth has both ambition and idealism--an ambition to conquer; an idealism to make the homely virtues living
realities. Youth is anxious to preserve the best from the past and to
discard the worst. Youth is eager to repair the damage of these who
preceded them and to build constructively and permanently. Youth is
open-minded and forward-looking, not oppressed by prejudices engendered
by habit, routine, and convention. Youth is the generatin~ force whereby
we move forward towards a fuller and better national life.
Hence, I welcome this opportunity to lay before you sOme constructive
ideas for your consideration--ideas which relate to the business into which
you are fast being integrated. One of the most difficult jobs is to view
objectively one's own activity an1 conduct. This is likewise true of one's
vocation or business, But I feel it wili be worth your attempt if you
undertake to do so.
In this connection, youth faces perplexing problems. The~e always
have been and alwa¥s will be subtle and subversive influences at work to
corrupt the high functions which business, finance, and the ather professions perform. F0r this reason one of the chief problems of youth is
an ethical one. Friends, associates,-envir~nmcnt, indeed time alone,
work for this corruption. When I speak of corruption I do not mean gross
extravagances in the form of larcency ~nd the like. I refer to the
practice of gentlemen teaching youth gentlemanly ways of redistributing
the wealth of their clients so that they May get an inordinate share of
it in extravagant ways. I mean the youth of the ideal of freedom of
opportunity and private initiative to warrant or excuse exploitation.- I
mean the application of pressure from employers that these hi~h virtues
be exercised solely to the end th~t their earnings will increase. I
include ~emptation to ape the activities of clever market operators so
that acquisition of material wealth may be easy, effortless, and immediate.
I refer to the urge to keep the customers' portfolios well churned so
tnat by the quick inflow of commissions one may the sooner join the elite
of -high finance.
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Some of your elders s~ that the thing' that was wrong with 1~29 ~as
that they were too commission hungry. But -human nature ~as npt c~anged.
I see no r~ason to ~elieve that youth qannQt, deve~~p .as r.avenous.an,
appetite. There will be inducements to do so, fp~ ~he pressur~ to ~ove
on~ard and upward~ -according to oash-register standards wi~l be almost
irresistible, .Henee,:tb"at which will ,at times' app~ar to y_ou, either by
example or by p,recepent.,.
.as the end of the rainbow will be a carnatio~
in your lapel and the comfortable club life ,of your ci~y. These .are'
not lQattel'sWhich ahcu Id depress youth and make it J,aundiced and bitt.erw'
Rather they ~onstitute a 'challenge-to youth to ,make constructive
conquests and to qapi~alrze opportuniti~s missed by their elders.
. ~.
Your profession :has..no p'articular cl,aim to distInction in this
respect. The s~e el~ments appear as a co~roding influence In other
professions. Our educational system has been too virile in-production
of men immunized from a sense or feeling of social responsibility; -,
tr.ained in the ,art of plunder in gentlemanly wa~s; imbued ,with the false
ideal that the Ameriqan way means exploitation. There has been too little
emphasis on'tbe principle that the basic essential of an eduqation is
the ability to ~hiDk' -~ to think. in ter~ of human values, to think
in terms of social r~sponsibility" ~o think in terms of what the cumu~ative
effect of your ~a~ly ~ctivities is in terms of your clients' wel~are and
of your char.acter. This need,_ while not,p~culia~ to your profes~ion, is,
especially accent~t~d there because in final ~alysis Y9urs is~a profession
affected with a public in~erest.
;

, I qan perhaps sharpen and make more specific some of the ~atters
which cause this worry and concern, if ~ restrict my comments to one
voqatlon which ,at l~ast some of you will enter and which doubtless holds
out bright prospects and hopes,. especially ,as we move for~ard on the
road of prosperity. This is the vqQation of the customers' man.
I suppose you would say that a customers' man is not a salesman
but an order clerk who transmits customers' orders, who m.akes sure that
the orders are executed, and w~o reports the execution of the orders to
his c~stomers. You might say, that .although he con~acts customers and
solicits busin~ss for_his employer, he does not have an inventory of
securities to,s~ll. When~a customer ~akes a purchase through his firm,
the firm does not (or cer~ainly should not) s~ll the security which the
customer buys., But" in spite of all this, the customers' m.an is a saleslllan,
though he has nothing to s~ll but himself, his services, ,and'his counsel.
The function of pr~viding a mec~anism where~y ~u¥ers and sellers
can be brought together" is..an ilT.portantfunction to p'~rfo:rm. Its impor.tance is not r.estricted ~o the securities field. If you have mice.
_and I have a mousetFap, the one who supplie~ the r~ady lllachinery'whereby
we may come together.;is performing an important fu~ction, ,at least judged
from the viewpoint both of those who do.not like'.miQe and of- those who
desire to sell'm~use tr.aps. ..
Securities exchanges similarly serve high function~ i~.providing the
mechanism whereby buyer~ and ~ellers can readily come to~etber. One of
the problems raised by the institutlpn ot customers' men is the basic
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g,uestionof how far these mar)tets should go towards providing salesmanstoipas distinguished from a.market where purchases and sales can be
effected. Salesmanship like its brother, adv~rtising, may be an indispensable in~redient of our system of business organization. Salesmanship in the
:ield of securities, however, has given rise to suoh a host of abuses
that the most -conservative safeguards are necessary. Finance has used
salesmanship as a short cut to profits. Salesmen have not been able to
forego those profits by telling customers not to buy this or that because
it is not economically justified. Salesmen'have been told and have
believed ~hat their task is to sell customers whatever they want, and,
if necessary, make them want what'~he salesmen have, at any price which
the traffic will bear. Those who have selling organizations on their
hands would not take the larger view, as that is against their financial
int~rests. These selling organizations clamor for salable securities.
They like merchandise which is stylish and which has a popUlar demand,
even thou~h such merchandise usually reflects an exploited situation.
Hunger for commissions thus becomes at times the sole arbiter of the
process of capital distribution and preservation, When' that happens,
the securities business has become not a legitimate enterprise conducted
for a profit but a business engaged in exploitation•.
This type of salesmanship which I have described has no necessary
relationship to the business of securities exchanges. .These could be
conducted without it and it could be conducted without them. And I
do not wish to attribute to the exchanges, as such, the evils and abuses
which such salesmanship has engendered. But it is i~portant to consider
the impetus to excesses which is prOVided when sa~esmanship of the type
supplied by the customers' man is added to exchange trading. There is
then added a stimUlating factor. The glamorous limelight of exchanee
trading is sufficient in and of itself to attract the moths of speCUlation
and investment. Customers' men may make that li~ht seem brighter and more
attractive than is warranted.
History teaches tha~ the interest of customers' me~ freg,uentlylies
in encouragin~ customers to buy and sell not only often but promiscuously
and indiscriminately; to b~ satisfied with small profits or to accept small
losses; and to make the daily pace and dire~tion of the stock market their
measurement of value. Customers' men, bein~ in constant contact with
tickers and news, are frequently influenced by short-term considerations,
rumors, inside dope and the like, and disseminate this influence among
their customers and prospects. Furthermore, they have not ~nly distributed
other people's rumors; they have manufactured and distributed their own.
Customers' men frequently have been 'primarily interested in generating
tradine by specttlatars, since their compensation is dependent, indirectly
at'least, upon the volume of business transacted through them. At times
their activities reach the proportions of high pressure salesmen whose
frantic 'telephoning and wnose conduct are more compatible with the boiler,
room than 'with custOMers' rooms of member firms. Accordingly, they become
an influence which stimulates speCUlation and encourages active and ina~d-out trading.
-

;rlf

Perhaps the tendency to such speCUlative ac~ivl~ has been
accentuated by the nature of customers' men since, as I have said,
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they are primarily enga~ed in the solici~atiQn ot commission business in
se~uri~ies. In ,a sense they ,are order clerks who.see to ~he interests of
their -customers in tr~smitting ~rders, in making ,sure that the orders have
been properly executed, and in reporting the execution of orders to the customers. By their ~opstant observation of the ~arket, of news and of tickers,
they also keep ~heir customers apprise~ ot price trends of securities in which
they cause their customers to be ipterested ,and ot new developments affecting
those securities. But it should be ~emem~er~d t~at, as to counselor advice
rendered by customers' men. they are not. for the most part, trained stat~s_
ticians or economists •. Their experience with securities has ~een largely
gained in the street or £.inanc~al district. At time~ tpeir con~acts in the
financial dist~ict and ~lsewh~re ~ive them, ~nsight into the merits of certain
securities. Yet even though they may fIlake.at.times, studies of corporation
coUnsel which they.are generally
reports and s~atistical 'qa~a, the 'advice
prepared to offer is neiih~r t~at of the s~atistician nor that of the pro~
fessional investment ~o~nsel. ThUS' it is t~at there is .a growing belief that
customers' -men ar-e of no use''to bona' fide investors; that persons. who desire
to invest money qave ,ample,facilities among the many sound and reliable institutions and member firms of securities exchanges without the necessity of the
intervention of an additional agency like the customers' man.

or

These facts emphasize one of the dangers of attaching such a person to
oUr already complicated 'and impersonal market machinery. It tends to separate
by one further d~ree values from things. It tends to accentuate the dominant
characteristic of securities' exchanges as Tnanimate objects - impersonalized
ta'su~h a degree that human and s'oo1al values disappear' and economic (acts become blurred and indistinct.

J

This separation of va lues,' from th ings j.s,'oneof j,he most conspicuous danger points in our entire system. The progressive ,movement from barter, tokens
and coins to paper,money'and securities has enable'd"f':i.nance
to.treat business
as mere conglomerations of stocks. bonds. notes, debentures. Finance has not
neglected the opportunity thus afforded. Throush complicated financial structures, holding companies', collatex:al trusts, -tribute'in the form of hidden
charges, ~d th~ like,--it has created a system which at;times ~ake6 .almost impos~ible any in~elligent determi~ation of the re~ation be~ween values represented by the securities and_th~ things which securities represent •. Or i£ the
determination of such J,"~l,a:t,ionshi:p'
is pos sLb-Le, the tendeney is to t~e.at ~he
facts of trans'por~at,i.-ont
manufacture, wholesaling •.retail-\ng. as se90n4ary_
rather t~an primary. The we.ather ~'ane ~f ,~usiness 'becomes not the profi~ and
loss account and the .~al.ancesheet,,,"u~ .the gyx:ations of ~hese pieces of paper
as revealed on the 1. iCJter. ,~nder sucl] i:nt;l~ences,the ticKer cannot become
the pUlse of business. Unqer suc~ influences, the t~cker cannot foilow business
-- the ~endency is the f.~lse illusion: of busines~.following the ticke~. ,In
other words, economic.:'factsdisappear: from t~e pictur~ ,or become blurred. and
indistinct. The fact that people who have saveQ are involved, and that ~heir
future and security are 'at ..st.ake.
is also forgotten •..The social and human
values 41sappe.ar. ~!3n i~at''tran~pires, 'th~.lIJarket
,Q~,co,mes'
a pJ,ace for game,s
rather t~an orderly investment and liqui4~tJon proce~ses~' The consequence.~s,
as I have stated, an inanimate and impersonalized ~arketdevoid
of hu~anor
social values and irres~1fsive for periods to economic ~acts.' T~agedy in-the'
form of socia~ d!sinteg~~~~onis the end res~lt,
..
~
~.
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- 5 Customers' men~ to the extent that they stimulat~ trading by
their solicitation _methods~ accentuate this tendency.
They add an
artificial element to the market processes.
They breed excitement
anp feverish interest.
In their small way, they add to the ehurning of
portfolios which in terms of basic economic functions has no significance.
'Jt is ~mportant only as meas~red in terms of cash-register standards.
The activities of customers'. men can have no other effe~t, so long as
they parade themselves as understanding and knowing markets. market
trends, and securities values, when in fact they do not have such
understanding and knowledge.
These facts make abundantly clear that the whole institution
of customers' men is at least of unestablished value.
They stress anew
the question of whether or not such a stimulating influence has any
proper place in our sensitive and delicate market mechanism.
They
challenge you who are moving forward
towards that profession to produce
living evidence that the econo~ic, human and social values involved in
the e~~hange process not only will not be sacrificed, but, in fact, wiil
be enhanced by virtue of your activity.
If you do not produce that
evidence, society' or your exchange may feel that your function performs
such a distinct disservice to investors as to justify a change in the
system.
But if~ and so long as, this vocation continues there are certain
practices which need be eschewed, lest you further corrupt it and lest
it corrupt you. In this brief paper I c~nnot mention all of them. A
few will suffice for illus~ration.
The first relates to the fiduciary
position of customers' men. He who holds himself out ~s rendering this
investment counsel and this service to customers should be held to high
fi~uciary standards of conduct.
If he who gives this advice and encourages
and stimulates his customer's purchases and sales, has a self-interest
in the transaction over and above his salary or regular compensation. his
customer is apt to receive not unbiased and disinterested advice but advice
discolored by the self-interest which such purchases and sales will serve.
The presence of this self-interest will deprive the customer of the benefit
of disinterested and impartial advice. the very thing which presum~bly the
customer thinks he is getting.
The courts of law have refused to admit
that the average individual could stand the stress and strain of such dual
interests.
When the issue is resolved in final analysis. it means that the
counsel given will be likely to follow the bias and self-interest of the
agent rather than the best interests of the customer.
In any given case the
factors in motivation are too subtle and tenuous to result in anything but
guesses.
But human experience teaches that a man cannot serve well two
or more masters.
In terms of customers' men, this fundamental principle
of fiduciary relationship should m~an at least two things.
(1) First and foremost customers' men should have no interest,
directly or indirectly in any security for themselves, except that which
they, have acquired for bona fide investment purposes.
To many this will
appear to be not only a mistake in business judgment but also a meticulous
and unnecessary stretching of these ethical and legal rules.
To be sure •
. such staridard of conduct outruns the rule of law. But as a working rule
of thumb, it is essential if the market place is to be rid of some of the
subtle influences of biased and discolored advice by those who purport
to be obje~tiYe advisers.- The question is not simply one of preventing
specific transactions wherein the customers' man or his firm has a special
!
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adverse' interes~, ~ransactions which should be beyond'~he'pale;' it
is broader than:that. 'It'entails also avoLdance of a slt~ati'on'whet'eby
the customers' ~an, 'influenced consciously or'o~herwise, by'his own glowing
prospects in p'articul'arspeculative transactions and impressed by'his o~
infallible judgment~ proceeds to'advise his customers to follow in his
footsteps. Meticuious-regard 'for'these standards should be had 'by -reliable
and competent persons purporting to render investment counsel. Needless
to say, this'would'ent,ail prohib i-tion'of marg in .accounts for customers", men,
directly, or indirectly through their wives; f'atl!~rs,brothers,etc.' I'D.
such cases, there are further reasons: Not only wIll judgment be warped
and biased; fa~r-we.a~her customers' men will be so concerned With,their
own margin accou~ts that their clients' interes~s will sUffer~ especially
in times of ~arket reactio~s. :
(2) Custoae.rs' men should be prohibit~d from 4aving any'interest in
an operation designed to distribute securities. Great abuses have occurred
in the past by reason of the presence Of such ,~~,interes~. Th~ practice
of paying cus~o~ers' .me~, directly or indirectly, for the.p~a~ement of
securities w'ith'their cust.ome
r-s has not been abolished. 'Reputable firins
will shun an~ avoid th~s pr.actice. Eager and ambitious (and hungry) customers' men'w'r'llbe tempted by it. The ten:ptation will always be present.
Operators engaged in a secondary distribution will be vitally concerned
with the ~ask of putting the securities away in ~ermanent hands. If they
can work through the good offices of the customers' man ,and reach such
purchasers, their operations will be made easier. 'Accordingly, they'will
,attempt to buy the ~ustomers' man for a consideration. The end'result' is
that for that consLderat.Lonthe customers' man is giving not disinterested
.advice but advice corrupted and biased -- irreconcilable with his,£idu~iary
status. His corruption violates legal and ethical sta~ards of
conduct o~,ancient origin. He then becomes not a useful or perm!s,ible
cog,in the fil?-anclalsystem ,~'uta corroding influence. He may be able to
,survive the fa~r weather, of the markets. But the day of accounting comes
sooner or later i£ he departs from the s~andard of.giving ,advice on any
basis other t~an his own free belief in the merits of the security.
In the second place~ the extra~agances of the customers' men in
connection with margin trading and discretionary a~counts, weaken the
~ase and c~a~l~nge,the ju~~ification for their existence.
Justifi'ii-bl,~r
criticism of customers' men haa been directed to their
tendency, to encour-age over-,t,radingby tl1eir <:ustolllers..Frequell~lythey
have had no regard for margin regUlations and they'hav~ permitted their customers to l~~d pp their, accpunts beyond the point of con~ervatism., Some
customers' men,have ~nco~aged custo~~rs who have a limited or restricted,
account to make new commitments which they c.annot afford and which they
must liq~idate within the limit of'th~ ~hree business ~ays allowed,by Regulation T~ Thus the spirit, if,not'the' letter, of such regulatipns has
been,violated. This malpractice 1s not, to be vsur-e , traceable entirely to
the door of the custo~ers' man but is one'for which his employer should receive equal, if';
-not- greater, blame. 'The problem, as you know, has been recognized by your Ex~hange in its rather 'recent ruling that no member s~all
permit a customer "to make ,a practide" of effecting t~ansactions requ!ring
a margin and then either defer the furnishinQ of a margin beyond the time
when such transactions'would ordinarily be settled or cleared, or of ..
!
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- 7 meeting such demand for margin by the liquidation of the same o~ other
commitments in his account.
But the problem from the point of view of
the customers' man is not only to see that there is no such regular
practice but to prevent.all other transgressions.
As to the prevention
of such excesses, the customers'. man stands in a peculiarly strategic
position and is recalcitrant in the performance of his obligations if
he neglects to insist on meticu~9us fulfillment of such rules.
More important, however, are the abuses which have arisen in the
past as a result of the employment of discretionary powers by customers'
men, After your Exchange had adopted a rule according to which customers
might delegate discretionary powers only to partners, it was known that
such powers were in turn delegated by partners to customers' men; so that
the spirit, if not the letter, of the rule was violated.
That rule has,
as you know, been altered by the Exchange so that no discretionary
accounts may be handled either by partners or by customers' men without
the consent of the Committee on Customers' men. But there appears to be
valid consideration
for a rule which would effectively prohibit customers'
men from .employment of any discretionary trading power.
The interests of
customers' men in general and those of their customers would be well
served by such a prohibition.
The dangers of any other course are self-evident.
Compensation of
a customers' man will always be dependent indirectly, if not directly, on
the commissions he bri~1s the firm. If he has a discretionary account,
the tempt~tion will always be almost irresistible to keep that account well
churned for the sake of commissions.
Discretion, in other words, will
tend to disappear.
The daily or weekly record of the customers' man can
be bolstered by a few transactions in the discretionary account.
The
gUiding principle will tend to be the record of the customers' man in
terms of commissions rather than his record in terms of sound and conservative jUdgment in the interests of his client.
Here again motivation
is a complex thing.
Cause and effect will not always be easy to dp.termine. But human experience (the record of the past) tpaches us that an
employee in such a position will tend to sacrifice the client's interest
for his own record of achievement in terms of commissions.
In sum, if the institution of customers' men is to survive, it must
have meticulous regard for the standards of conduct governing fiduciaries.
It cannot survive if it ostensibly serves the customers but actually
serves the employees and employers.
It must redefine its functions.
It
must forsake the idea of salesmanship and concentrate on investment service.
If the institution desires to survive, let customers' men become
serious students of corporations; let them be in a position intelligently
to advise clients on reorganization plans; let them qualify to render
counsel to those solicited in proxy campaigns; let them be competent to
advise on mergers, consolidations,
recapitalizations
and the like; let
them lose their consuming interest in intermediate price movements;
let
them desist from calling their customers unless requested or except in
serious emergencies; let them become studiously concerned with the fundamentals of business and of finance.
The only social vindication of that
institution is to be found in such a course.
Whether or not such a
program of achievement can be attained will be in issue.
Perhaps it is
impossible of realization.
Perhaps the fact that the customers' men are
not paid by the clients but by the firms, frQm which the pressure to
produce business will be stronE, will provide an irreconcilable factor.

Btlt ~as I stated' earlier,
:the' ins1ii tution of customers' men has
at pre'se-nt 'an unes'tablishe.d value~", In the past it has served as a method
of ~hurning port£olios,
of creating
frenzy and excitement,
of manufacturin~
and 'distributing
rU1l1orsand tips _ in snort, 'of se'rving as a fair':weatlier
device' to make the 'market a 'gaming place:'
Whether it 'can be made.-",.,raiuable
investment service adjunct to organized-exchanges
rests
in the hands of~
your generation.
It will not and-shouid~ot
survive if the corruption of
which I earlier
spoke intrudes.

